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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
A STUDY OF THE LITHIUM IONIC CONDUCTOR Li5La3Ta2O12:
FROM SYNTHESIS THROUGH MATERIALS AND TRANSPORT
CHARACTERIZATION
The ionic conductivity of the lithium ionic conductor, Li5La3Ta2O12, is studied in an
attempt to better understand the intrinsic bulk ionic conductivity and extrinsic sam-
ple dependent contributions to the ionic conductivity, such as grain boundary effects
and the electrode-electrolyte interface. To characterize the material, traditional AC
impedance spectroscopy studies were performed as well novel in-situ nanoscale trans-
port measurements. To perform the nanoscale measurements, higher quality samples
were required and new synthesis techniques developed. The results of these new syn-
thesis techniques was samples with higher densities, up to 96% of theoretical, and
slightly higher room temperature ionic conductivity, 2x10−5 S/cm. By combining the
AC impedance spectroscopy results and in-situ nanoscale transport measurements
from this study and prior reported results, as well as introducing models tradition-
ally used to analyze supercapacitor systems, a new interpretation of the features
seen in the AC impedance spectroscopy studies is presented. This new interpreta-
tion challenges the presence of Warburg Diffusion at low frequencies and the offers a
new interpretation for the features that have been traditionally associated with grain
boundary effects.
KEYWORDS: lithium, garnet, solid electrolyte, solid-state battery, ionic conductiv-
ity
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Li5La3(Ta,Nb)2O12? .1? .56? 2003? Thangdurai? [5]?
Li6BaLa2Ta2O12? 4? .40? 2005? Thangdurai? [34]?
Li6BaLa2Ta2O12? 7.4? .40? 2007? Murugan? [8]?
Li7La3Zr2O12? .2? .54? 2009? Awaka? [35]?
Li7La3Zr2*O12? 96? .29? 2011? Murugan? [6]?
Li7*La3Zr2*Nb*O12? 80? .30? 2011? Ohta? [11]?
Li7*La3Zr2*Ta*O12? 100? .35? 2012? Li? [7]?
Li6.75La3Zr1.75Ta.25O12? 74? .33? 2012? Allen? [24]?







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































???? ? ???????????????? equation?5.9?
In?equation?5.9,??o?is?a?non?temperature?dependent?pre?exponential?factor?controlling?the?jump?
frequency.??Equations?5.7,?5.8?and?5.9?can?be?combined?to?yield?equation?5.10?below.?
?(T)? ? ??????????????????? ?








































































































































































































































































































































































































chromium?conductive?probes?(Multi75E-G from Budget Sensors, Inc.).?The?current?was?collected?
on?a?current?amplifier?(DLPCA-200 by Femto, GmbH). Data was acquired using high speed data 





























































Re?[Z????]?=?? ????????????????????? ? ? ? ? equation?7.1?
?









???????????? ? ? ??????? ??? ? ? ? ???? ? ??? ? ?? ? ???? ? ?????? equation?7.4?
?















?? (?CR)2max? (?CR)2min? [(?CR)2min?/?(?CR)2max]?/??? Re[Z(?C)min]/R?
.125? Only?one?root?
.1? 68.60? 19.40? 2.83? 71.22%?
.05? 351.67? 26.33? 1.50? 85.59%?
.01? 9792.79? 105.21? 1.07? 97.03%?
.005? 39592.90? 205.10? 1.04? 98.51%?




































































































































































































































1,1? 1.1? 1.9? 0.9?
1,3? 0.6? 3.2? 0.6?
2,1? 0.2? 6.8? 2.4?
2,2? 0.8? 8.6? 3.1?
2,3? 0.2? 5.9? 1.2?
3,1? 1.2? 5.5? 1.3?
3,2? 0.4? 13.3? 3.2?
3,3? 0.7? 9.7? 2.8?
4,1? 0.7? 7.6? 3.0?
4,2? 0.5? 7.0? 1.7?
4,3? 2.2? 4.3? 0.6?
4,4? 2.1? 2.5? 0.7?
?
7.6?Summary?of?Results?
AC?impedance?spectroscopy?results?were?presented?for?typical?samples,?prepared?as?outlined?in?
Chapter?6,?and?measured?at?room?temperature?and?elevated?temperatures.?These?results?
showed?a?decrease?in?the?magnitude?of?the?impedance?as?the?temperature?increased.?
Additionally,?samples?with?8%?excess?lithium?showed?a?poor?minimum,?to?the?point?that?one?was?
not?apparent,?as?well?as?sharp?upturn?of?the?impedance?spectroscopy?response?at?low?
frequencies.?The?poor?quality?of?the?minimum?may?be?the?result?of?the?contaminate?film?
identified?in?Chapter?6,?which?the?organic?solvent?used?for?the?gold?electrodes?as?well?as?the?
elevated?temperature?to?cure?the?electrodes?may?have?introduced,?so?it?cannot?be?ruled?out.?
Conversely,?another?explanation?for?the?lack?of?the?minimum?in?the?context?of?equivalent?circuit?
5.12,?is?that?there?is?now?a?better?electrode?electrolyte?interface?without?the?contaminate?film,?
and?the?surface?effects?akin?to?the?multi?pore?model?play?a?larger?role.?The?rationale?for?this?is?
that?the?multi?pore?model?with?the?additional?conduction?channels?that?modeled?high?degrees?
of?the?electrode?electrolyte?interfacial?effects?was?the?only?model?that?could?closely?fit?the?
impedance?spectroscopy?results.?Other?literature?have?pointed?to?the?simpler?models?and?then?
claimed?other?low?frequency?effects?such?as?diffusion.?[5,6,9,51]??
Analytical?and?numerical?solutions?are?presented?for?equivalent?circuit?5.3.?A?means?of?
determining?the?ratios?of?capacitive?elements?in?the?equivalent?circuits?is?presented?that?is?only?
dependent?on?the?frequency?at?which?a?local?extremum?occurs,?independent?of?the?magnitudes?
of?the?resistive?or?capacitive?elements?in?the?circuits.?This?concept?is?extended?to?the?equivalent?
circuits?5.4?and?5.5.?
The?ionic?conductivity?was?found?to?be?1.6x10?5?S/cm?at?20C?for?samples?made?with?10%?excess?
lithium?corrected?for?density,?2.2x10?5?S/cm?at?22C?for?samples?made?with?8%?excess?lithium?
?
?
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corrected?for?density,?and?7.1x10?5?S/cm?at?75C?for?8%?excess?lithium?samples?corrected?for?
density.?The?activation?energy?associated?with?the?temperature?dependence?of?the?ionic?
conductivity?was?found?to?be?0.20?eV?if?the?pre?exponential?factor?from?the?Arrhenius?fit?did?not?
have?any?temperature?dependence,?as?shown?in?equation?5.6,?and?0.22?eV?if?the?pre?exponential?
factor?had?a?1/T?temperature?dependence,?as?shown?in?equation?5.11.?
In?situ?lithium?transport?on?the?nanoscale?was?demonstrated.?The?results?were?achieved?with?a?
bias?of?7?volts?and?a?frequency?of?1/10?Hz.?The?bias?was?higher?than?the?threshold?bias?in?prior?
results,?shown?in?Fig?5.16,?but?the?sample?was?between?450?and?500?microns?thick,?compared?to?
the?150?micron?LICGC?sample?used?in?Fig.?5.16.?Additionally,?grain?boundary?effects?may?also?
have?hindered?the?uniform?propagation?of?the?electric?field?at?depths?sufficiently?far?from?the?
tip.[20]?
The?threshold?frequency?for?the?nucleation?of?particles?was?shown?to?be?between?1?Hz?and?1/10?
Hz?for?a?triangular?waveform,?which?is?lower?than?the?threshold?required?for?prior?work?on?
LICGC,?shown?in?Fig.?5.16.?This?is?attributed?to?the?thicker?sample?and?potential?grain?boundary?
effects.?Comparing?these?results?with?Fig?5.15?suggests?an?even?lower?threshold?voltage?for?
sinusoidal?waveforms.[20?22,55,56]?
The?volume?of?the?particles?was?correlated?with?the?number?of?electrons?transferred?in?Figure?
7.11?to?yield?1.5?lithium?atoms?per?electron,?which?is?in?rough?agreement?with?prior?work?on?
LICGC,?shown?in?Fig.?5.19,?and?in?prior?literature.?That?coupled?with?the?compositional?
characterization?of?particles?on?LICGC,?shown?in?Fig.?5.20,?and?prior?Raman?spectroscopy?results?
strongly?suggests?the?composition?of?the?particles?is?metallic?lithium.[20?22,55,56]?
Particles?were?created?with?similar?applied?conditions?and?of?similar?size,?regardless?of?proximity?
to?the?grains,?as?shown?in?Table?7.2.?Due?to?the?large?particle?created?at?3,2,?and?its?relative?
proximity?to?a?grain?boundary,?a?plot?of?these?particles?versus?distance?from?a?grain?boundary?
would?show?a?weak?correlation.?Without?that?particle,?there?appears?to?be?no?correlation.?There?
are?not?enough?data?points?to?draw?a?definitive?link?between?particle?size?and?proximity?to?the?
grain?boundary.?To?draw?any?conclusions?on?these?results,?the?physics?of?the?model?should?be?
checked.?If?there?were?a?significantly?easier?pathway?for?ionic?conduction?along?the?grain?
boundaries,?then?anomalously?high?currents?and?correspondingly?large?particles?would?have?
been?expected?at?the?grain?boundaries.?A?few?particles?grew?to?the?point?of?overlapping?a?grain?
boundary,?but?no?anomalous?current?was?detected.?This?lack?of?anomalous?current?readings?
suggests?there?is?not?a?significantly?easier?conduction?pathway?for?lithium?along?the?grains,?and?
supports?the?assumption?used?to?generate?equivalent?circuit?5.4.?
The?low?threshold?frequency?for?particle?nucleation?with?a?triangular?waveform,?and?thus?even?
lower?assumed?threshold?frequency?with?a?sinusoidal?waveform,?coupled?with?the?relatively?high?
electric?fields?present?in?the?samples?near?the?biased?tip,?shown?in?Fig.?5.17,?versus?the?low?
electric?fields?of?1kV/m?(100mV?uniformly?spread?across?a?300?micron?thick?sample)?in?AC?
impedance?spectroscopy?measurements,?presents?some?evidence?against?Warburg?Diffusion?
?
?
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occurring?at?sinusoidal?frequencies?still?above?1?Hz?and?the?low?applied?biases?of?50mV?or?100?
mV?typically?used?in?AC?impedance?spectroscopy?of?solid?electrolyte?systems.[20?22,55,56]?
? ?
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8.0?Closing?Remarks?
8.1?Conclusions?
A?new?synthesis?route?was?shown,?with?similar?results?to?other?recent?findings,?though?different?
synthesis?conditions?were?used.[23,24]?The?higher?densities?achieved,?up?to?96%?of?theoretical,?
yielded?samples?with?a?room?temperature?ionic?conductivity?of?2x10?5?S/cm?and?an?activation?
energy?of?0.20?eV?or?0.22?eV,?depending?on?the?pre?exponential?factor?in?the?Arrhenius?fit?used.?
The?original?Arrhenius?equation?was?used?to?determine?the?temperature?dependence?of?
chemical?reaction?rates.?Therefore,?it?can?be?viewed?as?traditionally?being?applied?to?single?
events?occurring,?and?in?that?context?has?proven?its?versatility.?This?line?of?thought?would?then?
apply?the?Arrhenius?fit?for?the?individual?action?of?the?jump?rate?for?ionic?hopping?presented?in?
equation?5.9.?Following?that?logic?would?lend?more?credence?to?equation?5.11?for?the?activation?
energy?of?the?ionic?conductivity,?which?is?a?macro?scale?phenomena,?comprised?of?many?
individual?events?that?each?obey?the?Arrhenius?fit.?
The?room?temperature?ionic?conductivity?was?slightly?higher?and?the?activation?energy?was?
lower?than?what?was?reported?in?initial?findings?for?this?material,?but?follows?the?trend?of?higher?
room?temperature?ionic?conductivity?and?lower?activation?energy?for?denser?samples?reported?
recently.?
The?notion?of?Warburg?Diffusion?occurring?at?lower?frequencies?that?are?still?above?1?Hz?and?
with?a?low?applied?bias?is?challenged?based?on?the?findings?of?in?situ?nanoscale?transport?
measurements.[20?22,55,56]?There?is?difficulty?directly?correlating?the?biases?from?the?in?situ?
nanoscale?measurements?with?biases?applied?to?macroscopic?samples?in?AC?impedance?
spectroscopy.?The?assumption?that?grain?boundaries?do?not?provide?a?significantly?easier?
pathway?for?ionic?conductivity?is?supported,?but?not?definitively?confirmed,?with?in?situ?
nanoscale?transport?measurements.?
A?solution?to?the?two?conduction?channel?model?for?solid?electrolytes?without?grain?boundary?
resistance?is?presented,?with?the?introduced?parameter?of???and?a?way?to?experimentally?probe?
its?value?by?noting?the?frequencies?at?which?the?extremum?in?the?response?to?AC?impedance?
spectroscopy?occur.?The?experimental?determination?of???is?independent?of?the?magnitudes?of?
the?capacitive?and?resistive?elements?in?the?circuit,?and?only?has?experimental?dependence?on?
the?square?of?the?ratio?of?two?frequencies.?The?extension?of???to?more?complicated?circuits?is?
solved?numerically,?with?strong?evidence?for?its?experimental?determination?presented.?This?
new?parameter?will?allow?the?impedance?spectroscopy?responses?to?be?checked?against?the?
physics?of?the?equivalent?circuit?chosen?and?should?allow?for?rough?order?of?magnitude?
approximations?for?the?capacitive?elements?in?the?equivalent?circuits?chosen?without?the?need?
for?the?circuit?simulation?software?that?is?commonly?used.?Doing?so?would?allow?for?more?
contact?between?the?impedance?spectroscopy?response?and?the?physics?used?to?construct?the?
equivalent?circuits.?
?
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Additional?equivalent?circuits?are?introduced?and?proposed?as?potential?models?for?the?response?
of?a?solid?electrolyte?system?to?AC?impedance?spectroscopy.?The?features?of?the?impedance?
spectroscopy?responses?of?solid?electrolyte?systems?that?have?been?attributed?to?grain?boundary?
effects?can?be?reproduced?with?models?that?have?also?successfully?mimicked?the?response?of?
supercapacitors?and?are?interpreted?within?in?the?context?of?the?multi?pore?model.??
The?features?of?the?impedance?spectroscopy?responses?commonly?associated?with?bulk?ionic?
resistance?could?likewise?be?interpreted?as?only?the?mid?to?high?frequency?ionic?resistance,?
where?the?ions?do?not?travel?all?the?way?to?the?electrode?electrolyte?boundary.?The?operational?
environment?for?batteries,?even?at?high?charging?and?discharging?rates?of?10C?or?20C,?is?
practically?the?DC?limit.?Operationally,?the?ions?must?fully?traverse?the?electrolyte?and?enter?and?
leave?the?electrodes.?The?resistance?that?should?be?associated?with?the?ionic?conductivity?of?an?
operational?solid?electrolyte?in?a?battery?should?be?the?resistance?encountered?near?the?DC?limit.?
However,?if?the?increase?in?lower?frequency?impedance?is?due?to?surface?effects?akin?to?the?
multi?pore?model,?the?lower?frequency?impedances?are?sample?specific?and?do?not?accurately?
reflect?the?intrinsic?bulk?ionic?conductivity?of?the?solid?electrolyte?being?tested.?The?net?result?of?
this?is?to?bring?into?question?the?need?to?accurately?measure?the?intrinsic?ionic?conductivity?of?a?
solid?electrolyte?when?the?surface?effects?may?play?the?largest?role?in?the?operational?ionic?
conductivity?while?simultaneously?questioning?the?bulk?ionic?conductivity?measurements?made?
using?impedance?spectroscopy.?
The?solid?solid?interfaces?of?the?electrodes?with?the?solid?electrolyte?is?believed?to?have?an?effect?
on?the?impedance?spectroscopy?response?of?the?system?and?it?is?proposed?here?that?it?may?also?
account?for?lower?frequency?features?of?the?responses?of?solid?electrolyte?systems?within?the?
context?of?the?multi?pore?models.?Similar?features?in?impedance?spectroscopy?responses?have?
previously?been?associated?with?grain?boundary?effects?from?poly?crystalline?samples.[5?11]?
Therefore,?it?cannot?conclusively?be?determined?from?the?impedance?spectroscopy?alone?what?
the?bulk?and?what?the?grain?boundary?resistance?of?a?sample?is.?However,?the?intrinsic?material?
properties?should?not?depend?on?extrinsic?effects?like?grain?boundaries.?
A?contaminant?film?was?observed?on?the?surface?of?some?samples?which?was?determined?to?be?
Li2CO3.?This?film?was?associated?with?samples?made?with?10%?excess?lithium,?similar?to?previous?
studies.?This?film?was?not?observed?in?samples?with?8%?excess?lithium.?The?role?this?film?plays?in?
the?impedance?spectroscopy?responses?of?the?systems?tested?here?is?suspected?to?an?increase?in?
the?overall?resistance,?as?evidenced?by?the?higher?magnitudes?of?impedance?on?Fig.?7.1?versus?
Fig?7.2.?The?amount?of?film?present?was?below?the?threshold?to?be?seen?on?XRD?studies,?and?it?is?
believed?it?may?be?present?in?other?studies.?The?source?of?the?carbon?for?the?contaminant?is?
speculated?to?be?either?ambient?CO2?or?the?organic?solvents?used?in?polishing?and?applying?the?
gold?electrodes.?
? ?
?
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8.2?Future?Work?
The?challenges?of?incorporating?a?solid?electrolyte?into?a?complex?electrochemical?system?are?
significant,?and?further?characterization?of?the?basic?material?properties?of?a?solid?electrolyte?
would?be?beneficial.?In?particular,?more?conclusive?results?could?be?beneficial?for?the?intrinsic?
ionic?conductivity?of?this?class?of?materials?which?would?be?determined?despite?extrinsic?effects?
like?grain?boundaries?and?the?quality?of?the?electrode?electrolyte?interface.??In?order?to?futher?
characterize?these?materials,?there?are?several?areas?where?the?work?presented?here?could?be?
continued?and?extended.?Additionally,?incorporating?a?solid?electrolyte?into?a?solid?state?battery?
introduces?new?challenges?not?addressed?in?this?research?that?would?also?need?to?be?studied.?
One?of?the?biggest?challenges?in?this?research?was?the?low?yield?of?the?samples.?This?prevented?
many?experiments?from?being?repeated,?as?there?were?not?enough?samples.?Another?challenge?
was?the?limited?lifetime?of?the?samples.?The?useful?range?of?a?sample?seemed?to?last?for?a?
month,?sometimes?two,?but?eventually,?its?impedance?spectroscopy?results?would?degrade.?The?
exact?mechanism?for?this?was?not?investigated?due?to?the?limited?resources?available?for?these?
experiments.?A?possible?cause?would?be?the?growth?of?Li2CO3?films?between?the?gold?electrodes?
and?the?samples?or?the?potential?growth?of?this?film?at?between?the?grains.?This?Li2CO3film?was?
found?to?be?a?contaminant?on?some?samples?and?identified?with?XPS.?The?characteristic?optical?
dispersion?of?light,?as?well?as?sub?micron?features?on?the?surface,?that?were?noticed?on?the?
sample?that?were?identified?as?having?this?film?were?also?seen?on?other?samples.?This?happened?
regardless?of?storing?some?samples?in?an?oven?at?120C?to?minimize?the?effects?of?moisture?as?
well?as?others?being?stored?at?ambient?conditions.??
If?more?samples?were?available,?these?impedance?spectroscopy?results?should?be?repeated,?as?
well?as?carried?out?at?lower?frequencies.?Unfortunately,?the?importance?of?the?lower?frequency?
results?was?not?recognized,?as?initially?the?assumption?was?made?that?Warburg?Diffusion?was?
occurring?and?the?initial?goal?was?to?probe?the?grain?boundary?contribution?to?ionic?conductivity.?
The?impedance?spectroscopy?responses?were?only?run?to?get?into?that?lower?frequency?regime,?
not?to?test?its?limits?and?validity.?The?conclusion?that?Warburg?Diffusion?does?not?play?a?
significant?role?in?the?low?frequency?response?of?the?system?goes?counter?to?other?published?
results.?To?reinforce?the?claims?made?here,?further?investigations?are?warranted.?
Additionally,?if?more?samples?were?available,?then?the?potential?for?characterizing?the?
mechanical?properties?could?be?analyzed.?The?mechanical?properties?of?this?class?of?material?are?
lacking?in?the?published?literature,?and?would?play?an?important?role?in?choosing?a?suitable?solid?
electrolyte?to?use?in?a?solid?state?battery.?There?are?many?different?solid?electrolytes?being?
investigated?with?differences?in?their?reported?ionic?conductivity?spanning?several?orders?of?
magnitude.?Obviously?ones?with?better?ionic?conductivity?would?be?ideal,?but?that?would?need?to?
be?weighed?against?material?costs,?mechanical?properties,?chemical?compatibility,?and?
manufacturability.?In?the?limit?where?the?solid?electrolyte?is?shrunk?down?to?several?microns?in?
thickness,?or?possibly?even?less,?the?ionic?conductivity?will?not?be?the?only?critical?material?
property.?Mechanical?properties?of?the?material?will?play?a?significant?role?in?choosing?the?ideal?
?
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solid?electrolyte.?If?lithium?metal?is?the?anode,?the?solid?electrolyte?will?need?to?be?able?to?
withstand?repeated?cycling?and?the?lithium’s?propensity?to?form?dendrites,?which?would?try?to?
pierce?the?solid?electrolyte.?A?trade?off?between?high?ionic?conductivity?and?suitable?mechanical?
properties?will?be?required?and?informed?decisions?in?this?regard?will?require?a?better?
understanding?of?these?materials’?mechanical?properties.?
Another?area?that?warrants?further?investigation?is?controlling?the?grain?size?of?the?samples,?
which?was?the?initial?aim?of?this?research.?The?initial?attempts?to?control?the?grain?size?as?a?
function?of?sintering?conditions?did?not?yield?quality?samples?with?grain?sizes?that?differed?
significantly?beyond?approximately?4?microns.?This?synthesis?work?was?extensive,?continuing?for?
almost?three?years,?but?by?no?means?exhaustive.?More?resources?and?researchers?could?
potentially?find?other?synthesis?routes?to?yield?high?enough?quality?ceramic?samples?with?a?wide?
enough?dispersion?of?grain?sizes?to?then?try?to?characterize?them?and?elucidate?the?grain?
boundary?effects.?This?work?would?be?very?time?and?resource?intensive.?Synthesizing?samples?
with?a?volatile?element?like?lithium?introduces?many?more?variables?into?the?synthesis?process?
than?traditional?ceramic?synthesis?–with?the?history?of?the?crucibles,?amount?of?powder?used?to?
embed?the?pellets,?and?thickness?of?the?pellets?being?just?a?few?of?these.??
There?is?one?potential?way?to?investigate?the?grain?boundary?effects?without?going?through?the?
traditional?ceramic?synthesis?routes.?That?would?be?to?investigate?the?system?in?the?limit?of?no?
grain?boundaries,?with?single?crystals?grown?epitaxially.?High?enough?quality?ceramic?targets?can?
be?made?using?the?synthesis?route?outlined?in?this?research?which?could?then?be?used?to?grow?
thin?film?crystals?with?modern?deposition?techniques,?such?as?pulsed?laser?deposition.?The?cubic?
unit?cell?distance?of?12.8?angstroms?would?be?challenging?to?match,?but?substrates?near?3.2?or?
4.3?angstroms?could?suffice.?A?conductive,?but?ionically?blocking,?substrate?would?be?ideal,?as?it?
would?allow?for?the?same?2?probe?experimental?setup?used?in?AC?impedance?spectroscopy?in?
this?research.?Traditional?4?probe?measurements?would?also?be?warranted?if?such?samples?were?
grown.?An?intriguing?extension?of?the?4?probe?measurement?would?be?in?an?inert?environment?
where?the?potential?exists?for?a?4?probe?DC?conductivity?study?with?lithium?electrodes?for?the?
current?probes?and?ionically?blocking?electrodes?for?the?voltage?probes.?
If?samples?are?grown?using?modern?deposition?techniques,?then?it?opens?up?additional?areas?of?
research?with?this?class?of?materials.?It?has?been?theorized,?using?results?from?density?functional?
theory,?and?seen?experimentally,?by?using?substitutions,?that?the?ionic?conductivity?of?these?
samples?is?significantly?influenced?by?the?atomic?spacing.?Different?substrates?could?introduce?
different?amounts?of?strain?into?these?samples,?and?the?effects?of?atomic?spacing?could?be?
investigated?on?identical?compositions.?Another?area?of?research?that?thin?film?crystals?would?
facilitate?would?be?in?testing?full?electrochemical?cells?by?growing?this?solid?electrolyte?on?
suitable?substrates?that?could?function?as?a?working?electrode.?The?other?side?of?the?solid?
electrolyte?could?then?be?coated?with?any?suitable?conductor?that?could?function?as?a?current?
collector.?If?the?substrate/electrode?is?in?a?lithium?rich?phase,?the?cell?could?be?cycled?to?extract?
bulk?lithium?metal?onto?the?surface?of?the?solid?electrolyte,?below?the?current?collector.?Cyclic?
voltammetry?studies?could?then?be?performed.?
?
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Another?area?that?warrants?future?consideration?is?testing?this?class?of?lithium?ionic?conducting?
solid?electrolytes,?as?well?as?other?lithium?ionic?conductors,?at?or?near?the?DC?limit.?These?
experiments?would?be?similar?to?the?initial?work?on?ionic?conductivity?carried?out?in?the?early?
twentieth?century,?and?detailed?in?chapter?4.?The?benefits?of?probing?these?materials?at?the?DC?
limit?should?make?the?challenges?of?working?with?lithium?electrodes?worthwhile.?One?of?the?
main?motivations?for?this?work?would?be?in?correlating?the?ionic?conductivity?from?this?method?
with?that?determined?from?equating?features?in?the?impedance?spectroscopy?with?the?different?
equivalent?circuit?models.?There?is?an?ambiguity?in?determining?if?the?features?being?seen?can?be?
associated?with?the?complex?electrode?electrolyte?interface?akin?to?the?multi?pore?models?or?
from?grain?boundary?effects?that?was?shown?in?this?research.?DC?conductivity?studies?would?
provide?a?means?to?determine?which?features?in?the?impedance?spectroscopy?responses?best?
represent?the?DC?ionic?conductivity?of?these?materials.?The?DC?ionic?conductivity?is?the?property?
which?best?determines?how?these?materials?would?behave?in?typical?battery?operations.?These?
tests?could?be?done?at?higher?voltages?than?the?small?biases?used?in?impedance?spectroscopy,?
which?is?another?area?where?this?form?of?testing?would?come?closer?to?matching?the?operating?
conditions?of?an?operational?battery.?Ideally,?these,?these?experiments?would?be?performed?on?
single?crystals?to?eliminate?the?effects?of?grain?boundaries.?
A?final?area?of?where?this?research?could?continue?is?in?optimizing?the?solid?electrolyte?in?regards?
to?large?scale?manufacturing?of?solid?state?rechargeable?lithium?batteries,?but?more?research?
into?the?properties?of?the?garnet?class?of?solid?electrolytes?as?well?as?other?classes?of?solid?
electrolytes?needs?to?be?done?before?that?is?considered.?Once?one?or?a?few?candidate?solid?
electrolytes?are?chosen,?then?research?into?co?fired?ceramics?might?prove?fruitful.?The?cathode?
would?be?cast?as?a?thick?film?from?a?slurry?and?then?a?solid?electrolyte?slurry?would?be?applied?as?
a?thin?film,?possibly?with?screen?printing?techniques.?Additives?to?control?the?sintering?profiles?of?
both?materials?would?be?required?to?match?the?densification?of?both?ceramics.?The?role?these?
additives?play?in?the?structure,?transport,?mechanical?properties,?and?chemical?properties?of?the?
materials?is?important,?and?would?require?extensive?research?to?optimize.??
The?research?presented?here?in?interpreting?the?impedance?spectroscopy?responses?of?solid?
electrolytes?will?assist?in?analyzing?the?transport?properties?of?solid?electrolytes.?The?study?of?
lithium?transport?through?solids?is?a?challenging?field,?but?one?whose?potential?applications?are?
significant.?It?is?hoped?that?the?work?presented?here?facilitates?our?understanding?of?the?ionic?
transport?of?lithium?through?solids?and?will?prove?useful?as?research?in?this?area?undoubtedly?
continues.?
?
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